ICYMI: The dream of consumers being able to control all devices in the home is now a reality! With Huawei’s smart home project unveiled at MWC21, consumers can work smart, play smart & live smarter.

Have a case of the Mondays? Learn how Huawei TruSleep technology helps users understand sleep patterns and assist in having a better nights’ sleep! #TruSleep #GT2Pro #InnovationMadePossible

I tested the Huawei Watch GT 2 Pro against a scientific EEG device and tested the heart rate and ... (See more on YouTube)

Six-time winner Huawei is once again ranked among the Top 100 Global Innovators by Clarivate, being named in the Top 10 by industry for 2021. Read on to learn more.

Huawei - Top 100 Global Innovator - Telecommunications
It is the largest telecommunications equipment maker in the world, and a top maker of switches, routers and other equipment. (See more on clarivate.com)

#Huawei's Ryan Ding examines 5G's massive business potential & explains how operators can approach scaling the tech for wide-scale industry rollout, #MWC21 #HuaweiBlog

Lighting Up the Future with 5G
A look at how 5G is evolving and changing life & business @ MWC 2021. (See more on blog.huawei.com)